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Are you planning for a one day trip? Amusement and theme parks are the best option. They can
give you happiness and relaxation irrespective of seasons and occasions. The fun and
entertainment from amusements parks leaves your nerves wrecked.

You can take amazing and thrilling water journeys by opting for wet rides. If you are seeking for
some land bound fun and excitement along with your kids, then go for stirring dry rides. Options are
plenty for adventure people. The swirls and twirls of the thrilling and exciting rides are difficult to
describe in words. One should try it to feel the exceptional experience.

Some of the famous theme parks in the world are as follows:-

Cedar point â€“ This theme park is in Ohio, United States. Roller coaster enthusiasts love this park, as
the park has the largest collection of roller coasters among other amusement parks. The park is
located towards the cape of Lake Erie. The main attractions of the park are rides like Dinosaurs live,
roller coasters, thrill rides, family rides, kids rides and water rides. The amusement park gets
extremely crowded during the summer and weekends.

Islands of adventure - This is one of the newest theme parks in the world and is located in Florida,
United States. The picturesque lake found in the middle of the park adds more thrill and fun. The
adventurous journey starts form Marvel Super Hero Island. A walk though this bay is like reading a
comic book. Hulk coaster, a huge Spiderman having some extra features is the main attraction. This
follows Toon Lagoon. Here you can splash into two exciting water riders themed around cartoon
characters, Dudley Do-Right's Ripsaw Falls and river rapids ride. Next excitement will be at Jurassic
Park. After spending time with dinosaurs, you can move to The Lost Continent, themed around an
ancient mythical time. Amazing activities in The Lost Continent includes â€˜Dueling Dragonsâ€™ inverted
coaster and the Poseidonâ€™s Fury show. Kids donâ€™t have to get disappointed. Islands of adventure
have lots of exciting riders for kids in the Seuss Landing. If you are planning for a trip, then check for
more details on Internet connected with services from providers like Verizon FiOS.

Europa Park - This is one the most popular holiday parks in Germany. The theme park is the house
of ten roller coasters. Apart from variety of riders, the park conducts many shows on a daily basis,
such as Ice shows, Gladiator Arena shows and Acrobatics shows. The Magic 4D Cinema Hall is the
recent addition. The cinema hall opens during the evening and shows current blockbusters.

Belmont Park â€“ As a traditional beachfront amusement center in San Diego, California, you can have
a handful of traditional and contemporary amusement rides. Some of the amazing riders include
historic Giant Dipper Roller Coaster, Beach Blaster, Vertical Plunge, Speedy Bumper Cars, Tilt-A-
Whirl, Liberty Carousel and Crazy Submarine. You can ride the waves at Wave House, and play
mini golf. The Pirates Cove inside the park is San Diego's largest indoor children's play center.

Astroland â€“ This is a small traditional amusement park in Coney Island. Inside Astroland you can
enjoy rides, including a log flume. Other attractive activities include a journey in the ghost train and
several other flat rides. Kids can enjoy cyclone wooden roller coaster and numerous other kiddy
rides.

Spending a day in an amusement park or theme park gives you lots of pleasure and relaxation. For
fun lovers, theme parks can be the best option. We can collect details about different theme parks
around the world from home computer powered by service from providers like Verizon FiOS.
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Annphilip - About Author:
As a freelancer, Ann likes to write and blog on best vacation destinations. As a fun lover, she enjoys
exciting wet rides and dry rides. She finds details about water theme parks and amusement parks
around the world from her home computer connected to a Verizon FiOS.
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